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Dear Parents/Carers
Thank you for your fantastic support this half term! The children
have settled back into school really well after such a long time off.
All the children are working hard and have coped extremely well
with the changes to the school routine.
We would like to welcome a new member of staff to school.
Miss Schofield has joined the school office team. She will be
working alongside Mrs Hayton and Mrs Boydell.
The children enjoyed the ‘Wear Yellow for Mental Health Day’
and have completed some lovely work. They have also been
learning about Black History Month and Year 6 were very lucky to
have a rapper/poet Donovan Christopher hold a virtual session
with them and a couple of other schools.
The building work has also started (as I am sure you have
noticed!) we are looking forward to Year 1 having their brand new
classroom after Christmas. Daily updates are put onto the school
Twitter account (@oasisaspinal).
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Please find the attendance information for each class inside
the newsletter. Thank you for your continued support on this,
we have had a huge 119 pupils with 100% attendance this half
term. Children who have been absent relating to COVID are not
counted as missing any days from school. Let’s see if we can
have even more next term!
We will be unable to have our normal Nativities this year as
we cannot mix bubbles of children and cannot have anyone in
school. Instead we will be looking at ways to live stream a mini
Christmas concert from each class towards the end of next half
term. We will keep you updated with this!
A reminder we have also updated our school website
(www.oasisacademyapinal.org). Please make sure you check
MCAS as all letters will be attached to the app this year rather
than sent out.
Have a lovely half term and we will see everyone back at
school on Monday 2nd November.
Miss Sweeting
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Nursery - 91.9%
Reception - 97.6%
Year 1 - 93.3%

Year 2 - 98.3%
Year 3 - 97.2%

Year 4 - 96.5%
Year 5 - 97.1%

Year 6 - 95.6%

Contact us anytime at...
0161 223 0053

www.oasisacademyaspinal.org

@oasisaspinal

admin@oasisaspinal.org
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EYFS News
Welcome to all of our new children and their families,
we are very pleased that you have joined us this year.
Thank you for embracing our new arrival and home time
systems - it has been very challenging for everyone and so
difficult for most of you that haven’t even seen inside your
child’s classroom - fingers crossed that sometime in the future
we can welcome you inside.

What a busy half term!
The children have settled so well and are embracing being very
grown up girls and boys, learning new routines and rising to the
challenge of school expectations.

Homework, Reading Books, Key Words
What a fantastic start! Everybody has been working so hard at
home – practicing their writing and beginning to learn their key words
– keep it up!

Smile for a Mile
After the holidays we will be completing our annual fundraiser – that
helps to provide equipment for our outdoor area. This year we are
planning to buy gardening tools and plants for the children. We hope
that each family will be able to support us with this.

Wellies and Indoor Shoes
Just a quick reminder - please send your child to school in their
wellies each day – they should by now have a pair of indoor shoes
(Velcro) to change into at school – then we will send them home
again in their wellies.
Thank You for your continued support
Miss Bailey, Mrs O’Brien and Mrs Currie
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Wow, What an amazing start to Year 1!
We could not be any prouder of our little superstars, they
have blown us away with their hard working attitude and
grown up behaviour.

English

In English we have studied two lovely books, ‘Beegu’ and ‘The
Bee Who Spoke’. The children have thoroughly enjoyed these
books and have produced some fantastic writing, including
postcards, lists and instructions.

Maths

In Maths we have focussed on numbers within 10
(ordering, sequencing and understanding the value) and
addition and subtraction within 20 (partitioning using
part, part whole models and number lines to count
forwards and backwards).

Science

Our Science unit this half term has been ‘Our Senses’.
The children have really enjoyed investigating their senses
through food tasting, guessing the smells, making careful
observations using their sense of sight, guessing the sound…

Geography

In our Geography unit ‘What can we see in our locality?’ the
children have learned the location of Gorton, looked at maps
of school, thought about what they like and dislike about their
local area and even been on a ‘Bear Hunt’ around school using
language to describe the local features.
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So as you can see we’ve been busy bees! Thank you to those
that are reading regularly at home and practising key words,
little and often is definitely the best approach and REALLY DOES
MAKE A HUGE DIFFERENCE.
Thank you for your continued support, Mrs McDonald, Mrs
Cragg and Miss Stringer
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We cannot believe it is October half term already, it seems to
have flown by since that first day welcoming back the children.
It has taken us a long time to get used to being back at school and
we had many children missing their families to begin with or falling
asleep throughout the day. But we have made it!
The children are growing more confident in following the routines
and building their stamina for learning which is fantastic!!!
In English, we have studied two texts: Grace & Family and The
Adventures of Egg Box Dragon (thank you so much for donations).
The children have written questions to the characters, sequenced
the stories, discussed their own families, looked at empathy,
written a letter to a main character, created dragons and written
a set instructions for other children to make their own. We have
also had a huge push on phonics, as you can imagine lots of
the phonics sounds have been lost during lockdown so we are
doing huge amounts in school to try and rekindle that thinking and
remembering. Any phonics work you can do at home to support this
would be greatly appreciated.
In Maths, we have been focussing on place value, really trying to
unpick how numbers are made and what they are worth. We have
then begun to compare numbers using language such as greater
than and less than, is the same value as, is equal to. We have also
begun to think about odd and even numbers.

In Science we started our ‘Everyday materials’ and looked at the
properties or materials we know. After some debate, we came up
with the world’s most useless inventions. The children were so
brave coming to the front of the class to present their inventions.
Also the children learnt how paper was made and sequenced the
process from tree to paper.
In Topic, we learnt about the Great Fire of London. We located
London on a map and then travelled back over 300 years to
discover what life was like during this era. After we established how
different it was, we learnt the chronology of the fire and recreated
this using drama. Towards the end of the unit, we thought about
how London changed from that point onwards.
We have also begun using purple mash to code instructions for an
airport, use Glockenspiels to play the pulse of a famous African
song – my hands, feet and heart. We have even created Tudor
houses in Art.
Such a jam-packed fun term. Have a lovely half term with your
families and we can’t wait to start all our new topics with you
in November.
Thank you for your continued support, Miss Cairns,
Miss Buckley and Miss Morrison.
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What a wonderful half term we have had! The children settled well into new
routines and have impressed us with the effort they have been putting in.

We’ve been
comparing the
properties
of different
rocks!
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In English, we have been focusing on the text Jemmy Button. The children
enjoyed this text and wrote some fantastic letters in character. They showed
empathy and a deep understanding of the main character Jemmy Button.
During maths, the children have been using what they already know to help them
solve equations and word problems. They used strategies such as, one more
and one less, near doubles and rounding numbers to help them calculate in the
most efficient way. We continued to concentrate on place value and built on their
number knowledge.
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In science, we have been developing the children’s knowledge of rocks and
fossils. We have compared and investigated the properties of different rocks.
They have enjoyed this learning and using these new skills and are using some
scientific language when drawing conclusions.
In History, we have be learning about the Stone Age to Iron Age period. Our
little Historians have discussed how early man evolved and developed and have
been using this knowledge to create an ongoing timeline of this period. They
have looked at what an archaeologist does and the technology they use to
uncover clues from the past.
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Thank you for supporting your children with their home learning
and reading activities this half term. Remember to keep an eye on
Class Dojo for up to date news on our class story.
Miss Clayton & Mrs Dale
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YEAR 4

What a fantastic start everyone has had in Year 4!!
They have all be stuck into their work and shown
huge improvements already within the past 7 weeks.
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In Maths, we have begun by looking at place value and shown an improvement
in solving number and practical problems that involve both positive and negative
numbers. Toward the end of the half-term we have looked at solving addition and
subtraction problems. Children have been adding and subtracting numbers with up to
4 digits using the formal written method of columnar addition and subtraction.

Roman Army

In English this term Year 4 never ceases to amaze me. We started off the term by
reading the book The Boy At the Back of the Class by Onjali Rauf. All the children
have been engaged and shown an interest toward the book and the content. It has
been an amazing opportunity for children to learn about refugee children and their
families. We finished the half term by writing a newspaper report about two children
helping their refugee friend find his parents. Some amazing work has been produced,
showing empathy throughout, which the children should feel very proud of!

Hadrian’s Wall

In topic, we have been learning about the Romans. Our main focus was to
understand why the Romans invaded Britain and how they have impacted our lives
today. We also learnt about Boudicca, a warrior queen to the Celts, and the bravery
she had when she started her revolt against the Romans. It has been a fun and
engaging half-term, and I have loved teaching Year 4 all about it! In science, we have
been looking at sound. Year 4 children have loved playing with different instruments
and understanding that sound comes from vibrations.
I would like to thank all parents for their support and hope that you continue
to engage and support your children with their home reading and homework
throughout the year. If you have any further questions please feel free leave
a message on Class Dojo or catch at the gate before or after school. I look
forward to talking to you all at parents evening next half term.
Thanks
Miss Dale and Mrs Robinson

Boudicca
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What a wonderful start to the year! Year 5 have
been a pleasure to teach.
The children have very much enjoyed the English
text we have studied this half term. Way Home,
by Libby Hathorn, is about a boy who is living on
the streets. It has helped the children reflect on and
appreciate what we have and provided interesting
illustrations for the class to explore. The children used their
inference skills to deduce how the character Shane had found
himself on the streets and how he may have escaped. Using their ideas, they all
became fantastic at imagining Shane’s experiences. This helped us to explore poetic
devices, perform some magnificent performance poetry and create our own poems.
In maths, we have been developing our knowledge of place value to explore larger
numbers and used the skills we learnt in Year 4 to deepen our understanding. We
have also been looking at sequencing and negative numbers. The children
have been tackling lots of reasoning and problem solving questions.
It has been great to see the children working so hard in maths.
This half term we have been geographers and have
thought about the knowledge and skills needed to
be Scandinavian Explorers! The Children have
explored Scandinavia including the physical
and human geography of all three countries
– Norway, Sweden and Denmark. It was
brilliant to see everyone engaged and
making connections with Scandinavia
across different areas of the curriculum.
The class have been super scientists
studying the science topic Earth and
Space. They have recreated a scaled
version of the solar system, discussed
heliocentric and geocentric theories and
described the Sun, Earth and Moon as
spherical bodies.
The children have begun to deepen their
understanding of coding during computing
lessons and have showed great enthusiasm
learning about Van Gogh and his unique style
of painting in our art lessons.
We are all looking forward to continuing this great
start after the half-term break. Enjoy your holiday
Year 5.
Miss Webster and Mrs Myatt
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As we approach the end of a very different first term back, I am
pleased to inform you that the children in Year 6 have been trying
hard to adapt and settle into the new routines and structures.
In Maths, we have mastered the basics of place value and have begun
to use new workbooks for maths which has enabled them to see the
same idea but in lots of different representations. At times, this has
confused some of them but they are now starting to get the hang of it.
We have been playing a daily 10 game and focussing on rounding and
this can be accessed at home too to continue practising!
In English this term, we have read “Running on Empty” by S.E.
Durrant. It focusses around the story of an 11-year-old boy who has
started high school and recently lost his grandad. Although there
are some delicate topics, the children have shown a great deal of
empathy and have really thought deeply about the content of the
story and events that unfold. As a part of this, we were also able
to open up conversations about the main character’s parents
who have learning difficulties. It was great to hear how many of
the children are responsible and helpful at home as part of our
discussions! They have written a newspaper report after watching
in detail Usain Bolt’s win at the 2012 Olympics! They also had some great
advice to put in a letter to our main character to help solve his problems.
The children have loved our first Geography topic about North America! Lots of the children have discovered
that America is two continents and not a country! They have also started to recognise some of the familiar
landmarks we have heard of too and find out where they are! They have looked at and compared charts
relating to the climate across the continent and enjoyed researching Death Valley and other top locations!
In Science, we have been learning about how light travels, how our eyes work to see things and
about shadows and reflection. Some of the children even made a periscope to help them see
round corners!
Some other highlights across the curriculum have been, learning to use Lacrosse sticks
in PE, creating our own games by coding in IT and learning to play Happy by Pharrell
Williams on the recorder in music! During our Black History month learning, we have also
enjoyed a Zoom meeting with a poet/rapper who inspired us to write some of our own. I
am excited for next half just thinking about what we will learn next.
Please watch Class Dojo for notifications next half term- reminders for PE
Kit/ homework and non-uniform days are just a few of the posts being
shared on there. For now, I wish you all well and hope that you and the
children enjoy a restful half term and stay safe!
Thanks
Miss Hughes and Mrs Ridland.

END OF
YEAR
DONATIONS
We will be setting up an
account for you on MCAS to put
in any donations towards the end of
year celebrations soon!
This will cover hoodies and prom
so the more we collect the bigger the
celebrations!

Community

Matters

School Council

Congratulations to our new School Councill
ors who were recently elected by their fello
w students.
Each candidate presented their nomination
in class, and put forward their own ideas
for change.
They will be busy this year in a number of ways
. Here are just a few…
• Attending School Council meetings to repre
sent the

views of their class.
• Welcoming new arrivals in class and deve
loping a sense of belonging.
• Keeping a watchful eye in the playground
to ensure everyone feels included.
• Talking to curriculum leaders about what we
learn and how we learn.
• Helping senior leaders make good decisions
about school life.
• Developing student leadership skills by being
outstanding role models and practising

We will keep you informed of their activities

on their own page in the next newsletter.
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the Oasis 9 Habits.
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